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Dave Pollot
Quirky upgrades to thrift store art

Words by Erica-Louise Photography Dave Pollot

Abandoned paintings in thrift stores are a common
sight. Hundreds if not thousands of discarded artworks
sit collecting dust for months or even years in city thrift
shops. A lucky few, however, are subjected to the quirkiest
of upgrades by New York-based artist Dave Pollot.
Pollot breathes new life into old canvases by hand painting
unexpected objects and characters into long-forgotten landscapes.
His painting modifications are largely influenced by popular culture.
Pollot’s artworks reference video games and feature well-known
movie characters in otherwise lacklustre settings.
Spot a Star Wars Imperial Walker traipsing through a city scape;
spy a bunch of Super Mario characters driving through a Bob
Ross homestead garden scene; and pore over Deadpool, folkdancing with an unlikely bunch in a piece the artist calls “The
Birth of Dubstep”. In Pollot’s hands, old artworks are humorously
enhanced with a healthy dose of geek.
The artist’s eccentric surrealist paintings tap into the “nerd”
nostalgia of yesteryear, which inevitably speak volumes to the
grown-up children of the 1980s. As a child growing up in the 1980s
himself, Pollot admits that the common theme of his work matches
his love of screen entertainment synonymous with that era.
“I was a child of the ’80s and loved the TV, movies and games
that came out of that generation”, he tells us. “Both of my parents
were very young and they introduced me to a lot of the things you
see in my work today.”
Pollot spent 15 years writing computer software after graduating
in Computer Science. Working in the tech space helped him keep
his finger on the pulse of current pop culture trends.
“I think that living in this age of accessibility has also expanded
what “pop culture” means. It’s always been a unifier, but I feel as
though it’s a more important part of our language now”, he says.

The self-taught artist has tapped into an undeniably unique
method to breathe new life into long-forgotten paintings. But
how did a computer programmer move from a career in coding
to a day job focused on transformational art?
“I’ve been painting off and on most of my life”, Pollot says. “My
father used to watch Bob Ross and paint along with him when
I was young.”
As a child, he would use leftover paints and whatever cardboard
he could find to practise on because canvases were expensive
and hard to come by. Years later, but long before Pollot began
repurposing unwanted art, he would paint landscapes and
architectural pieces. He soon grew tired of crafting such serious
artworks and stopped painting altogether to concentrate on his
tech career. Fortunately, the artist found a way to revisit his love
for art and was inspired to bring old paintings back to life when
he met his wife, Becca:
“Many of the best stories begin with a woman, and mine is no
different”, he tells us. “I met my wife, an avid thrifter, in 2010. She
was compelled to stop at every thrift store she passed, and I was
compelled to spend as much time with her as possible, which
meant that we spent a lot of time in thrift stores”.
On one of the couple’s earlier thrift store jaunts, the two joked
about how much fun it would be to paint things onto longforgotten dusty old paintings, reflecting that perhaps the
artworks would sell faster if something humorous was painted
onto them. Since then, Pollot has repainted hundreds of random
thrift art pieces and, while his paintings vary in composition, pop
culture parodies are consistent in his work.
Recently, Dave gave up his keyboard for paintbrushes full time
when he discovered his thrift art customisations – complete with
a side of geek – resonated with so many people. Previously, the
former computer programmer would code by day and repaint
thrift art by night, but in January 2018, Pollot gave up his career
in computer programming to focus on his art.
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Timeworn artworks can be found in all kinds of places, although
most of Pollot’s canvases are from thrift stores, flea markets and
occasionally saved from the roadside. There are times when the
artist is handed pieces to work with.

The artist chooses not to focus on one piece at a time: “I work
on multiple paintings at once, so it’s hard to keep track of how
long it takes to complete a work when I’m jumping back and forth
between pieces!” he says.

“I was once commissioned by a brewery to use their packaging
materials in a repurposed painting. That was an interesting
challenge and a lot of fun to work on”, he tells us.

Pollot’s favourite art upgrade to date is not so much a pop
culture scene, but a surrealist piece that has taken up permanent
residence in the artist’s house. “It’s called Unplugged, he tells us.
“It’s a large cork drain plug suspended on a chain over an ocean.
My parents didn’t have much money and we took baths (we didn’t
have a shower) in an old clawfoot tub that must have come from
my grandparents. This painting reminds me of where I grew up
and keeps me working hard.”

We asked Dave how he knows what to paint and how he
chooses his noncommissioned artworks. Does he see a piece
of abandoned art and instantly know the right character to
add or does he scour thrift stores seeking the right canvas to
implement an idea?
“It works both ways”, explains Pollot. “Often I’ll have an idea
of something that I’d like to paint and it’s just a matter of
finding the right background. Other times, I’ll stare at one
of the backgrounds I’ve got until something strikes me. I’ve
found backgrounds and known immediately what I’ll do with
them, but I’ve also had backgrounds sit in my basement for
years before they finally get used.”
Occasionally a little restoration work is required before the
artist adds his quirky new characters to old scenes. Most of
the time, however, only a little cleaning is necessary because
Pollot prefers to stick to the existing style and feel of the
original piece as much as he can.
The time it takes to complete an artwork differs for each of
Pollot’s paintings, largely depending on the size, detail and
complexity of the project.
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Pollot’s artworks have gained worldwide attention and prints
of his paintings have travelled far and wide. His artworks
have been displayed in galleries, businesses and private
collections in all 50 American states and in over 40 countries
around the world. Next year, the artist will open his first solo
show at Gallery1988 in Los Angeles.
“With a world so full of serious questions, I’m just trying to let
viewers laugh as theyconstruct their own narrative from some
new oil paint humorously added to an old, neglected bit of
Americana”, says Pollot.
In the artist’s hands, old art is once again revived. With the clever
addition of a random figure or two, tired scenes are awakened
with a handful of humour.
Step into Dave Pollot’s wildly imaginative world, where geeky
surrealism slots comfortably into old thrifty art.
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